Chromatin reconstitution on small DNA rings. I.
Chromatin was reconstituted using the four core histones on 359 base-pair nicked and closed rings by salt dialysis and/or at physiological ionic strength by means of polyglutamic acid. The products, which consisted of mono- and dinucleosomes, were characterized by gel electrophoresis, sedimentation in sucrose gradients and high-resolution electron microscopy. The results were as follows. (1) The efficiency of the reconstitution was found first to increase with the negative linking difference of the closed rings relative to their relaxed configuration to reach a maximum for -2 turns, and then to decrease for the largest difference of -3 turns. Discrepancies between topoisomers were also observed with regard to differential formation of mono- and dinucleosomes. Topoisomer -1 reconstituted monomers easily but reconstituted dimers with difficulty, whilst this discrimination was virtually absent in the case of topoisomers -2 and -3. Moreover, mononucleosomes on the nicked ring were, with respect to their electrophoretic mobility, similar to mononucleosomes formed on topoisomer -1 but not to those on the other topoisomers, whose mobilities were greater. These features were interpreted in terms of the linking number change associated with the formation of a nucleosome monomer and dimer, approximately -1 and -2 turns, respectively. (2) Two dinucleosome subtypes were found to form in a sequential manner. Their different electrophoretic mobilities and sedimentation coefficients suggested that the early subtype is lighter, probably because of an incomplete histone complement in the second nucleosome of that subtype as a result of an impaired co-operativity in octamer assembly due to the small ring size. (3) An electron microscopic examination of the chromatin reconstituted on topoisomer -2 revealed that both mono- and dinucleosomes adopt two different, salt-dependent, morphologies each: in type I, entering and exiting DNAs do not cross, whilst they do in type II. Type I configuration is favoured in lower salt, whereas type II is favoured in higher salt. Such behaviour explains why nucleosomes in dimers were found to be always diametrically opposed on the rings rather than sometimes apposed, as would have been expected from a random deposition of the histone cores.